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My work investigates software systems for managing information
spaces for creative productivity in networks of human and AI and
systems. This is important because different contexts for creative productivity, such as engineering, design, writing, and scholarship all
take advantage of emerging software information spaces and cognitive processes. Performing analysis and using social media are
fundamentally creative activities. My research tends to look at these
areas with a multidisciplinary lens, relating theory beyond HCI from
creative cognition, curation, and social science. These spaces are
present in social media platforms and recommendation algorithms
and composed of complex sociotechnical systems. The sociotechnical systems layer AI and social signals that can facilitate or suppress
creative productivity and well-being. My work on creating novel information spaces creates provocative and controlled ways to evaluate
how various aspects of design can impact creative productivity and
well-being. My research agenda aims to understand and innovate the
configurations among cognitive processes, AI and technology configuration, communities, and information management in order to
maximize creative productivity and analysis.

Evaluating Creative Productivity and Products
Information spaces should take advantage of cognitive principles
that enhance creative processes. Ideas and designs rarely appear in
isolation. Instead, people are motivated by contextual search, design,
and affective needs that rely on information that provokes a solution.
We call this kind of invention from juxtaposed and contextualized
material “Information-Based Ideation” [7]. We developed Metrics of
Curation [7] to quantify and evaluate [13, 12, 14] the novelty, variety,
and frequency, and combinations of online content people use for
creative productivity. For increasing creative productivity, research
in psychology, gestalt principles, external cognition, and creativity
highlight the importance of freely relating ideas to each other to
build nuanced and novel synthesis. These ideas are integrated in

Figure 1: Projects, such as Combinformation [7], InfoComposer [5], and
IdeaMache [10, 12, 14] with information
spaces that emphasize online content
and spatialization.
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the metrics that can compare outcomes of software in user studies
(e.g., [13, 7]). HCI research provides a framework for user interfaces,
online communities, AI, and algorithm design that can surface for
collecting and representing these relationships. This combination
of framings is a powerful tool for research because it describes phenomena of creative productivity and allows researchers to compare
design and test different configurations of information spaces.

Online Community Spaces for Creativity
Online communities often serve as information spaces with a mix
of personal and public content suitable for creative thinking. For
example, on Pinterest people curate repositories of image-text-link
representations of everyday relevance, such as recipes, DIY, and travel
destinations [6]. Our interviews with participants showed that Pinterest users juxtapose Pins into Boards (see Figure 2 to address everyday
needs, such as todo lists, productivity routines, craft projects, and
travel plans. The Pinterest community shares and remixes content,
making it available for others to use. An AI system constantly ranks
and reorders search results, impacting the ability of Pinterest users to
create their personal archives of “ideas” that often number in the tens
of thousands of Pins. This demonstrates the how sociotechnical systems impact society by filtering and focusing the quality and reach of
ideas.

Figure 2: Pinterest boards from a
participant with 23 boards and more
than 5,000 Pins across a spectrum of
creative productivity from the CHI
ethnography [6].

Creativity Support Spaces and Experiences
I have been a researcher and developer on several information space
projects ( Figure 1) [5, 8, 12, 14, 15]. These include versions of Combinformation’s mixed-initiative search [7], InfoComposer’s [5] educational reflection, and IdeaMache’s utility as for presentations [10] and
course projects [12, 14]. IdeaMache is a web-based creativity support
tool for curating and relating web content in a free-form zoomable
canvas. This research project has produced papers based on ethnography in its use as a presentation tool [10]. Interviews with participants who gave presentations viewed the spatial representations of
content as creating more opportunities for informal class discussion
and framing conversations related to course material. From a content analysis of hundreds of student-generated articulated ideas in
IdeaMache, we developed a pattern language that describes possible approaches to spatially organizing content [12]. Using creativity
metrics [7], we detailed how pedagogical explanations impacted
students’ use over semesters [14]. For mitigating the effects of filter
bubbles, we built the BlueLinkCity VR application (Figure 4) that

Figure 3: Blue Link City building mapper for mixed-initiative organization
[15].

Figure 4: Blue Link City VR depicts
Reddit content in a structured information space, where subreddits are
buildings with posted content [15].
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re-contextualized content from communities [15]. We built the structure (Figure 3) using correlations where the same users participated
across “subreddit” communities and mapped buildings and their
sized based on that network. This provides an opportunity for more
framing and discovery based on social ties among subreddits. In general, spatial representations that incorporate AI and social curation
of content engages more aspects of human cognition and creates opportunities for creative productivity and well-being. These projects
highlight the HCI methods I use to integrate building systems and
mixed-method research.

Visualization Spaces for Framing and Analysis
Analyzing data, whether it is quantitative or qualitative, involves
creative processes because it relies on insight, making connections,
arguments, and presentations of interpretation of data. Visualization is an essential component in analysis and machine learning at
large because it encodes data to expected and unexpected patterns
to be more intelligible. My research includes visualizations for explainable machine learning [24, 25], analyzing clickstream data in
an industry project that developed a big data exploration technique.
[28], and understanding patterns in user interactions [23]. One way
to mitigate the effects of analyzing news data for misinformation is to
develop systems that help detect and to use visualizations to explain
how the detection works. We built an AI system for predicting false
news statements [24] and studied how different versions of its visualized explanations impacted participants predictions [25]. Overall,
we found that adding more explainable AI visualizations increased
participant predictions, but cost more reading time.
In analysis, the way that researchers analyze application log data
should reflect the rich and nuanced nature of their participants’ behavior. My dissertation [21, 22] combined the flexible methods of
social sciences with the cognitive benefits of interactive visualization.
I developed web-based tools for collecting log data and worked with
researchers to integrate their qualitative practices with visualizations
of log data from their participants (Figure 5). The Timelines application applies ideas from the qualitative code, where a piece of data
can interprets and annotates a small part of text, and provides an
interface for exploring and tagging user behavior. In Figure 6, for example, the timeline visualization depicts two similar instances of user
behavior.

Figure 5: “Timelines” application
showing an investigator navigating log
data with video-synced visualization of
their participant data [22].

Pausing video, gap shown in playing.
Adding Code Instant.

Figure 6: Two similar portions of
timelines from different participants
that show similar instances of behavior
across participants [22].
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Research Agenda
My research interest and goals for the future are to understand and
create software information spaces that maximize creativity and wellbeing. My research will integrate principles from HCI, cognition,
and social science to take a mixed-methods and interdisciplinary approach. Developing new methods for performing and understanding
creative work has the potential to increase everyday and professional
productivity. These smaller improvements in methods can lead to
individual individual self actualization as well as the progress in
society as a whole.
How can we integrate tools for workaday activities that help articulate
and maintain work-life boundaries? I am currently developing an application that combines tasks and feeds across entertainment (e.g. Reddit) and productive work (e.g. GitHub Issues). As work-from-home
is more common for information workers with COVID restrictions
in place, new virtual and pro-social situations require a re-thinking
of our relationship to work and non-work productivity. As part of
this research effort, I have recently published a design fiction in ACM
group [2].
What visualization, search, and machine learning configurations can
build on social science principles for human-in-the-loop discovery of user
behavior patterns? My dissertation developed the idea of transforming visualizations of user behavior into annotated visualizations.
The natural extension is to use the coded data as search queries and
labeled-data categories. This will provide features for analyzing
clickstream and interaction log data that extend the scale of human
interpretation. My goal is to release an all-in-one application for data
collection, visualization-based exploration, and finally long-term
classification and monitoring for industry and research laboratories.
What processes for working with generative art systems will support
practices in writing, art, and clinical practice for well-being? Creativity is
an essential part of human well-being. For example, a recent collaboration with a clinical practice for mental health involves an interactive
system for poetry and visual mandalas that helped participants deal
with environmental trauma. New technologies such as GAN and
GPT can contribute to creative processes. While existing use cases
include evasive bots and plagiarism, I want to investigate how their
use can be incorporated with human intuition and practices. I plan
to work with creative writers in order to extend their work, trained
on their own work, and that help juxtapose and orient possible directions. Generative art from algorithms and GAN have the potential to
work as aleatory methods in conjunction with clinical practices.
How does non-collection curation impact the plans for creative everyday

Figure 7: Creative products generated
by a participant as part of therapy.
The top shows their selection from
an interactive fractal application. The
bottom shows the analogous scenes
from nature they photographed.
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ideation? TikTok, YouTube Shorts, and other algorithms for scrolling
now drive content to their communities with soft AI driven curation rather than explicit following mechanisms. While this has been
criticized for creating filter-bubbles and driving people on the edge
of depression into deeper spirals, I am curious about when these
algorithms steer obsessions into productive spaces. In contrast to
Pinterest where I found its community members established growing
repositories situated in their own needs and aesthetics, my supposition is that communities with an ephemeral stream of content (e.g.
TikTok) do not perceive their attention as a form of collection and
repository building.
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